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TT No.27: Paul Roth - Sat 16th September 2006; Kent County League Premier 

Division; Lewisham Borough (Community) FC vs. Holmesdale FC; Res: 3-2; Att: 

35; Entry: £2; including 12-page programme. 

The contrast in venues from one week to another is all part of what makes 

Groundhopping so pleasurable and after the idyll of Loxwood last Saturday (when it 

felt as though I was in Switzerland), it was down to earth this weekend with a bang 

for my visit to the Ladywell Arena, home of Lewisham Borough FC, set in the urban 

jungle that is Catford.  

On arrival an hour before the scheduled 2.45pm kick off, my first problem was 

parking. All roads leading to the stadium had "residents parking only" signs and 

even the small car park at the ground had a "permit holders only" sticker on the 

gate. My salvation was Doggett Road (which runs down from Catford Bridge railway 

station to the arena itself), where "pay and display" parking is available and luckily 

for me today is only in operation during weekdays.  

The arena, complete with its running track, is fully enclosed by a sturdy green 

fence and entrance is gained via a gate at the aforementioned Doggett Road end. 

On that gate was my first surprise, a chap taking gate money for the game and 

dispensing matchday programmes and bonhomie to boot. A word here about the 

12-page programme - a superb production this, which I may add is a regular issue. 

A blue glossy cover with a team photo on the front gives way inside to team line 

ups, that all important current league table, a centre page spread of recent action 

pictures and nearer to the back a comprehensive list of statistics that would please 

even the most demanding of number crunchers amongst us. All in all, this is the 

best issue I have ever had in this particular league and it is professionally 

produced.  

I settled down on one of the many benches within the ground, after a couple of 

laps around the track, with a cup of coffee purchased from the rather limited 

canteen. Only tea, coffee, crisps and mini cheddars are available there...not even 

a Kitkat or Mars Bar was on offer, and at 65p for the coffee I thought that was a 

tad steep, but after all we are in London!  

Lewisham Borough are the reigning champions and had high hopes of gaining entry 

into the Kent League proper. Despite having floodlights (10 poles encircle the pitch 

with differing amounts bulbs attached to each), they are restricted as there is no 

stand or cover and, more importantly, no clubhouse/bar - both prerequisites for 

promotion. There is only the Gym and changing rooms, housed in the pavilion next 

to the entrance.  

A cracking game ensued, with Lewisham storming into a 3-0 lead by the thirtieth 

minute with the third of their goals being a real peach of a drive from fully 25 

yards. From that moment on current League leaders Holmesdale, resplendent in 

their yellow and green quartered shirts, completely dominated proceedings and 



got one back before the half time interval. The second period was all theirs and 

despite getting another goal back with a fine footballing move in the 55th minute, 

the men from South Bromley just could not get the equaliser their good football 

deserved. If they play as well as this each week this will be one of very few 

defeats the team will suffer.  

So, despite my initial reticence about the Ladywell Arena, I am more than happy 

to report that this is a friendly, well-run club, and is worth the visit for the 

excellent programme alone.  

FGIF rating: 4*. 
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